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Abstract—In this paper, we describe a framework for the
extraction of low-level and high level information from movies
in order to be used for cinemetric applications. The developed
framework analyses the available video content and extracts
characteristics related to color, motion, contrast, shot length,
tempo, face to frame ratios etc. The extracted information is
stored in MPEG 7 AVDP profile format, which is a standard
description format that can be imported to related cinemetric
applications. We applied the developed framework in a collection
of downloaded videos, as well as 3 stereoscopic movies.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cinemetrics refers to the extraction of quantitative movie
data characteristics. Cinemetrics can characterize movie seg-
ments (shots or frames) or collectively characterize an entire
film. Derived data include low-level quantitative information
(e.g., movie tempo, shot-length, shot type characterizations,
face to frame ratio), or more high-level information (e.g., lead
actor presence within a shot, shot activity information). The
extracted characteristics can be subsequently used in various
tasks, including movie genre classification, identification or
recognition of specific director styles, movie-era recognition
and analysis of movie style changes over time. For example,
action films are expected to have higher movie tempo than
drama films, and news videos are expected to have higher face
to frame ratio than nature films [1]. Thus, these two low level
characteristics can be utilized for movie genre classification.
Low-level features such as color histograms and motion fea-
tures have been successfully used in video summarization and
shot classification tasks [2]. Such features are also important in
cinemetrics. Indeed, one of the key factors in describing visual
content for cinemetrics is its color and motion information.
More specifically, movie genres involve color palettes that
distinguish them from the others. Color palettes describe the
frequency of certain colors in a frame, a shot, or a movie.
The mood of the audience is highly connected to the color
characteristics of the scene, in terms of color hue, saturation or
intensity [3]. Indeed, the viewer does not expect vivid oranges
or greens when watching a crime or a horror movie neither
does he expect many dark blues or blacks when laughing to a
comedy film. The dominant color descriptor is used to define
which colors are more frequently used in a scene [4]. On the
other hand, movie genres differ with respect to the motion they
include. For example, action or adventure movies are expected
to feature rapid motion, while drama or romantic movies are
not usually distinguished by such a trait [2]. In general, motion
can be due to moving objects (or people) or movement of the
camera [5], making extraction of dominant (object) motion
cumbersome. The distinction of the dominant motion can
become even more difficult if other moving elements such
as text or graphics are included in the scene.
Nowadays, extracting meaningful low-level information
from movies can be accomplished with significant success.
For example, shot-boundary detection [6] is already considered
solved or close to be solved. Moreover, combining information
form shot cut and face detection algorithms can lead to
successful shot-type classification (e.g., close up, long shot)
[7].
In this paper, we describe a cinemetrics framework which
extracts low-level quantitative information as well as high
level information, in order to describe a movie. The derived
semantic information is stored in MPEG 7 AVDP profile
format [8], [9], which is an XML description format that can
be easily plugged to any related cinemetric application. We
evaluate the developed application in YouTube videos, as well
as 3 stereoscopic movies.
In what follows, we present the information that can be
extracted from the proposed framework in Section II. Example
applications of the proposed framework can be found in
Section III. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section IV.
II. INFORMATION EXTRACTION
We devised a framework for visual content description in
terms of color, motion and other information, at the shot
level. The developed color and motion descriptors, as well as
the other employed descriptors are described in the following
subsections.
A. Dominant Color
The dominant color descriptor we developed is based on
HSV color space. Using HSV over RGB is a reasonable
choice, as it is closer to the way that people perceive color
information [10]. A low light scene, for example, is best
described in HSV space, because the color and brightness
are separated, which does not occur in RGB space. The
dominant color descriptor is designed to be fast, thus, we
employ quantization to a number of colors (e.g. 64) and resize
the frame to 10%. Resizing the frame and keeping only a small
percentage helps to limit the computations, and does not affect
the results, as the color information is not highly affected by
image quality [5] [11]. Figure 1 present the original image and
the quantized and resized copy.
Fig. 1. Dominant color descriptor example
The dominant color descriptor works on a per-frame basis
as follows. For each frame pixel, we use the hue, saturation
and value triplet. The combination of hue, saturation and value
with the highest frequency of appearance is the dominant color
of the respective frame f i,Hdomi, Sdomi, V domi. Apart from
the dominant color, the descriptor also contains the mean and
standard deviation values of each HSV channel separately.
That is, within-frame information is also extracted with respect
to the mean hue, saturation and value. Small standard deviation
values denote that the frame colors are concentrated around
the mean color.
B. Dominant Motion
The process of summarizing the motion activity of a number
of frames or a whole movie, is based on optical flow. In the
proposed framework, the optical flow is calculated by finding
the moving pixels of the each frame and then calculating their
new position on the next frame, as in [12]. Their movement
is defined by the angle and the length of their trajectories.
Observing every pixel of the frame would be time and resource
consuming. By employing the Shi-Tomashi corner detector
[13] we determine a number of strong corners of the image of
a specific quality and distance. These variables were adjusted
to distinguish true object motion from minor budges or slight
camera motion. For the dominant motion, we employed the
joint histogram of the angle and the length of the motion
trajectories. The maximum value in this histogram expresses
which movement is the most common between two frames.
Apart from the direction and the strength of the motion,
we can also define the amount of activity in a film, with the
visual disturbance value. The visual disturbance is the ratio of
the moving pixels among the pixels that were selected from
the Shi-Tomashi corner detector. Values close to 1 indicate
movement of all the selected pixels, regardless of their strength
or direction. An example of motion descriptor and its outputs
can be seen in Figure 2.
Fig. 2. Dominant motion example. The train is heading left at an angle
of 153 degrees and a length of 2 units. This combination was found 55
times, which makes it the dominant motion.
C. Other extracted statistics
Apart from the color and motion features that were men-
tioned above, the proposed framework can extract a number
of additional statistics. The basic cinemetrics statistic namely
the Shot Length was evaluated by employing a shot detection
algorithm [6] and evaluating the number of frames within
each shot. Next, we implemented the Rhythm descriptor. The
Rhythm is the number of shot changes in a predefined time
interval. High rhythm values refer to movies with frequent
shot changes, while low numbers indicate movies with slower
tempo.
Moreover, by employing a modified version of the standard
Viola-Jones face detector, that takes into account color infor-
mation [14], we detected faces and subsequently evaluated the
ratio of the largest face appearances in the duration of a shot to
the frame area (face to frame ratio). In more detail, each frame
of the shot is scanned for faces. Several faces may appear in
a frame, so for every frame we only keep the largest one. In
order to compute the size of a face, we use the facial bounding
box (BB) area provided by the face detector, and subsequently
evaluated the face to frame ratio. Having acquired information
for each frame, it is relatively easy to translate it at the shot
level, by employing the average face ratio from all the frames
of the shot. In order to avoid having the shot results affected
by a possibly very large (or a very small) BB, we first sort the
vector that contains all the BB sizes for all the frames, and
then select the median value, as in [1] [11]. Having extracted
the face-frame ratios, we could use this information to extract
the shot-type as in [7].
Finally, we extract the contrast ratio. In order to do so, we
convert the input video to grayscale. Then, we quantize the
grayscale values using a small number of bins, since using
multiple levels would be time consuming and does not provide
important information. Finally, the contrast ratio is evaluated
as the difference of the min and max intensities in the frame.
Similar to color information, contrast is a global descriptor of
the image. Contrast information is important for movie genre
classification [15]. Horror or drama movies are expected to
have a high contrast ratio because parts of the image are either
abundant in light or very dark. On the other hand, comedy
movies are expected to be characterized by low contrast values
because the image brightness is more equally distributed in the
frame.
III. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF VIDEO DATASETS
In order to apply the devised framework, we examined two
possible scenarios. To this end, we have downloaded 1475
videos from YouTube, having random content. Moreover, we
also employed three feature length stereoscopic movies. We
extracted the cinemetric values with our framework in order
to perform statistical analysis. In Subsections III-A and III-B
and III-C, we present a rhythm, motion and face analysis of
the YouTube videos, respectively. Finally, in Subsection III-D,
we present a high level application scenario by employing
the three movies, which were examined in terms of role
identification.
A. Rhythm Analysis in YouTube videos
We computed the median rhythm value Mrhythm of all
videos, being 0.004, meaning that the videos we used did not
feature rapid shot changes. The rhythm average value µrhythm
was found to be 0.008. The standard deviation σrhythm of
rhythm values was found to be equal to 0.012, which indicates
that rhythm values are close to the mean. Figure 3 shows the
rhythm probability plot.
Fig. 3. Rhythm probability plot in YouTube videos
B. Motion analysis in YouTube videos
We split the motion analysis over the entire set of YouTube
videos into two parts; the most dominant motion angle and
the most dominant visual disturbance. The first value refers
to the direction that the moving pixels usually follow, while
the second is the most frequent number of moving pixels
in a frame (out of those detected by the corner detector).
For the visual disturbance analysis, we discarded the frames
that contain no movement at all. Analysis showed that most
involved movement is at an angle close to 0◦ (or 360◦)
meaning that most of the total motion is horizontal and to
the right.
The respective most common visual disturbance value,
domdist is at 0.8. This means that an average 80% of all
the significant pixels did actually move, in the whole of our
database. The median value Mdist was also computed at 0.8,
while the mean value µdist was found to be 0.76. The standard
deviation σdist was computed at 0.22, indicating that the visual
disturbance values are concentrated close to the mean. Figure
4 shows the visual disturbance probability plot.
Fig. 4. Visual disturbance probability plot
C. Face to frame ratio statistics
For each of the YouTube videos, we extracted the median
value of the face to frame ratio over all frames, leading to a
value per video. Subsequently, we evaluated over the entire
dataset, the most frequently appearing face to frame ratio
value, which was found to be 2% (i.e., usually faces cover
less than 2% of the frame area). The average face to frame
ratio over all videos was 3.5%. Although no safe conclusions
can be drawn due to the random nature of the videos in the
YouTube dataset, these values indicate that persons depicted
in these videos are usually captured in a long shot. Figure 5
depicts the face coverage probability plot.
Fig. 5. Face ratio probability plot
D. Role identification in movies
In this scenario, we have employed three feature length
movies and examined the frequency of each actor appearance,
i.e. the percentage of frames where this actor appears. All
information was extracted from the proposed framework. Here
we should note that we applied a semi-automatic annotation
procedure for each extracted facial image, giving actor labels
by employing a label propagation algorithm [16]. That is,
we employed a semi-supervised approach where we have
manually annotated 10% of the exacted facial images and
the remaining were automatically annotated. Then, we have
split the movies in small video segments, where we reported
the percentage of frames where the actor appeared in each
segment. Finally for every actor in the movie we created
a vector p that contains the appearance percentages. After
normalization, we can assume that this one dimensional signal
p can be viewed as a probability density function (pdf). Lead
roles are expected to appear in almost every video segment
of the movie, thus having a uniform distribution. Thus, we
observe how much p deviates from the uniform distribution.
To this end, we employ the Kullback Leibler divergence, KL,
which is a measure of difference between two distributions.
If a character appears on scattered parts of the movie, the
KL divergence values between p and the uniform distribution
should be low. On the other hand, appearances concentrated
in some parts of the movie are expected to return high KL
values.
Table I displays the KL values of the first 10 appearing
actors in the employed movies. Here we should note that the
employed movies belong to different genres, which are drama,
action and adventure, respectively. As can be seen, the lead
roles have similar low KL values in all 3 movies.
TABLE I
KULLBACK LEIBLER DIVERGENCE IN MOVIES
Actor Movie1 Movie2 Movie3
Lead-Role 3.12 4.64 3.28
Co-star 12.09 5.45 12.16
Basic Role 1 20.85 24.57 20.20
Basic Role 2 26.89 28.33 20.40
Basic Role 3 30.61 33.59 21.00
Peripheral Role 1 31.36 36.58 21.90
Peripheral Role 2 35.90 37.37 26.17
Peripheral Role 3 37.39 38.9 32.01
Peripheral Role 4 38.99 40.43 32.28
Peripheral Role 5 40.45 40.46 33.64
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a framework which extracts
low-level features as well as high level information from
videos. The derived information can be used in a cinemetrics
framework of other similar application areas. Future work
could include expanding the number of supported statistics.
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